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CCSI Welcomes Cybersecurity Practice Manager, Matthew Pascucci
Bohemia, NY, June 29, 2017 – Contemporary Computers Services Inc. (CCSI) is pleased to welcome cybersecurity

industry expert, Matthew Pascucci, to the Business Development team as the Cybersecurity Practice Manager.
With the ever increasing cyber threats, like the most recent Petya and Wannacry attacks, businesses need to stay
alert and be protected. CCSI's focus is on helping firms understand the practical business implications of emerging
technologies. Pascucci will be instrumental in continuing this practice by advancing our layered security practice
and cybersecurity solution for CCSI clients.
Pascucci will utilize our key partnerships along with our 24x7x365
NOC/MSSP located at CCSI's headquarters, to provide our clients with the best
approach to limit their organizations vulnerabilities and secure their future. "I'm
excited to be working for a company that's focused on bringing security to their
clients in a strategic and dedicated way. CCSI is ready to assist and guide their
customers through the cyber threat landscape", Matthew Pascucci said.
Pascucci holds multiple security certifications and has had the opportunity
to write, speak and advise clients about cybersecurity for the past decade. In
previous roles, Pascucci was a Security Architect working in manufacturing,
financial, eCommerce, and healthcare industries. He runs the cybersecurity blog www.frontlinesentinel.com and
can be found on Twitter via @matthewpascucci.
In addition to Pascucci's expertise, CCSI has highly certified engineers and has in-depth knowledge of best-inclass OEMs and ISVs, which gives us the flexibility to specify the best technology to drive business initiatives. We
provide application-focused solutions, project management, and implementation services led by senior-level
delivery consultants. We have the technical expertise as well as the professional and managed services know-how
to accelerate each client’s success whether it’s time to market, cost and efficiency initiatives, or implementation
of specific projects. For more information about CCSI cybersecurity solutions or managed services, please visit
www.ccsinet.com or call 1-631-218-5200.

About CCSI
For more than 40 years, CCSI has remained on the forefront of technological innovation, navigating clients through a complete
IT revolution with a focus on helping firms understand the practical business implications of emerging technologies. CCSI
provides the highest quality of service in the industry for the full spectrum of technologies—from network infrastructure,
managed services, IP security, IP telephony, to storage solutions. Learn more at www.ccsinet.com.
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